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Glyn Richards
Group Director of 
Sustainability

24 Industry Speakers 1 Day, London

1
Pioneering Approaches To The Collection, 
Measurement & Reporting Of Data: Translate 
critical data and measurement insights into robust and actionable 
strategies to accelerate your Net-Zero initiatives 

19.01.23

2
High-Impact & Forward-Thinking Carbon 
Reduction & Offsetting Strategies: Boost 
efficiencies by establishing robust and responsible carbon 
offsetting projects which deliver real business value 

3
Engage, Encourage & Inspire Senior 
Leadership, Stakeholders & Suppliers: Secure 
buy-in, investment, and long-term support for your organisation’s 
efforts to tackle the climate crisis

4
Capitalise On New & Emerging Technologies: 
Boost energy efficiencies by maximising new tech to drive forward 
projects 

5
The Circular Economy Deliver Practical & 
Transformative Initiatives: Reap the rewards of 
product lifecycle and waste management with effective 
collaboration with suppliers 

6 Proactive Consumer Engagement Strategies!  
Adapt to the changing expectations and demands of consumers to 
remain relevant within an evolving and competitive marketplace

Biodiversity For Transparent & Meaningful 
Impact: Mitigate greenwashing and determine the real role 
and impact of biodiversity

8
Best-Prepare For Incoming Regulation, 
Compliance & Guidance: Create strategies confidently 
within the code of compliance by unpicking the complexities in the 
UK, EU and beyond

9
Drive Forward Ground-Breaking Plastic & 
Packaging Solutions: Minimise waste and landfill use 
without compromising design, quality, and safety 

10
Critical Lessons Learned – Opportunities & 
Challenges: Explore real-world lessons learned to build, 
develop and strengthen your Net-Zero initiatives to power real 
progress 
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Head of Corporate Affairs & 
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Legal & General

Simon Gadd
Group Climate Change 
Director

Thames Water

Julie Ricau
Environmental 
Engineering Manager

Grosvenor

James Manning
Senior Transformation 
Manager, Sustainability & 
Innovation

Naked Wines

Luke Landers
Sustainability Lead

Little Freddie

Nicola Smith
Head of Sustainability

HEINEKEN UK

Chelsey Wroe
Head of Sustainability

The Gym Group

David Melhuish
Chief Development & 
Sustainability Officer

Colgate-Palmolive

Cathleen Siemen
Sustainability Manager 
Europe

KFC UK & Ireland

Dr Stephen Finnegan
Net Zero Carbon Director

Kerry

Emma Daly
Responsible Sourcing 
Manager

KFC UK & Ireland

Jenny Packwood
Chief Corporate Affairs & 
Sustainability Officer

Abel & Cole

Stefanie Sahmel
Head Of Sustainability

LRQA

Exclusive Conference Partner

Achilles

Mike Tournier
Carbon Reduction SME

info@netzerocarbonconference.com +44 (0) 20 3479 2299 www.netzerocarbonconference.com

• Brand New Speaker 
Line-Up Featuring Bank of 
England, Nestlé UK&I & ITV

• Returning In-Person For 
2023! 

• International Perspectives
• 3 Interactive Panel 

Discussions
Organised By:

PLUS!

BSI

Exclusive Conference Partner

A One-Day, Industry-Led Conference & Networking Event, Central London, 19th January 2023

Business-Critical, Actionable & Engaging 
Strategies To Accelerate & Advance Your 
Net-Zero, Carbon & Sustainability Initiatives 
Data: Collection, Measuring & Reporting • Carbon Reduction: Offsetting • Engaging Stakeholders & Suppliers • Emerging Technologies • The Circular Economy • Engaging 
Consumers • Biodiversity • Regulation, Compliance & Guidance • Packaging & Plastics • Lessons Learned: Opportunities & Challenges

Group 

Discounts 

Available!

BOOK 4 FOR 3

Practical 
Steps For 

Today 

2nd Annual 



24 Industry Leaders Will Provide Comprehensive & Business-Critical Insights To Advance & Accelerate Your Organisation’s Net-Zero Targets & Initiatives Compliantly By Discussing The 
Latest Opportunities Around Data, Carbon O�setting, Engaging Stakeholders & Consumers, Emerging Technologies, The Circular Economy, Biodiversity & Packaging & Plastics

Robin Sundaram
Responsible Sourcing Manager

Nestlé UK&I

Registration, Informal Networking & GIC Welcome 08.30

Morning Chair’s Opening Remarks09.10
CHAIR’S 

REMARKS

• Tackle the pain points around handling data with best-practice techniques to 
capture and gather data and translate findings into KPIs you can effectively 
monitor and track

• Critical questions answered: how can you best collect and process data? How 
can you really understand it, and how can you make sure your data is 
comparable?

• Examine how to maximise processed data and truly understand the nuances 
of it in order to showcase critical insights to relevant stakeholders who can 
use it to drive forward action

Translate Effective Capturing, Measuring & Reporting 
Data Insights Into Robust & Actionable Strategies To 
Accelerate Your Net-Zero Initiatives Today

09.20

DATA: COLLECTION, MEASURING & 
REPORTING

Jenny Packwood
Chief Corporate Affairs & 
Sustainability Officer 

KFC UK & Ireland
Dr Stephen Finnegan
Net Zero Carbon Director

KFC UK & Ireland
Nestlé

• Uncover innovative and forward-thinking offsetting strategies which are set 
to reduce your organisation’s environmental footprint and deliver bottom line 
results

• Mitigate resistance, risk, and long-term uncertainty by deciphering the right 
framework and operating models for your organisation

• Explore how to measure and calculate your organisation’s carbon footprint in 
order to counter this effectively and deliver energy-efficient projects

Establish Robust, Responsible & Authentic Carbon 
Offsetting Projects Which Deliver Real 
Business Value & Make A Tangible Impact On 
The Environment

09.40

CARBON REDUCTION - OFFSETTING

Q&A

PANEL

David Melhuish
Chief Development & Sustainability 
Officer

The Gym Group
Nicola Smith 
Head of Sustainability 

Little Freddie

Luke Landers 
Sustainability Lead

Naked Wines

Mike Tournier
Carbon Reduction SME 

Achilles

LRQA Case Study10.10 CASE
STUDY

Morning Refreshment Break With Informal Networking 10.25

Bonus Session; Reserved For Exclusive Conference Partner10.55

• Learn the language organisations use to ensure continued investment and 
transparency against the climate crisis is prioritised by senior leaders

• Making the business ROI case for sustainability… ascertain how to equitably 
frame both the opportunities and challenges of Net-Zero to excite and 
incentivise decision makers, promoting a lasting integration of sustainability 
into the strategic operations of your business

• Master the communication tools and pitching techniques necessary for 
stressing the importance of Net-Zero in a financially stressed environment, 
keeping climate central to stakeholder discourse

• Stop the backslide! With large investment firms pivoting away from 
supporting shareholder resolutions to prevent climate change, how can 
businesses galvanise these understandably wary players once again? 

Secure Buy-In, Investment & Long-Term 
Support By Engaging & Encouraging Senior 
Leadership, Stakeholders & Suppliers To Forge 
An Ambitious & Principled Approach To Net-Zero 
Target Setting 

11.10

ENGAGING STAKEHOLDERS & 
SUPPLIERS

Q&A

PANEL

Chelsey Wroe 
Head of Sustainability 

HEINEKEN UK

Emma Daly 
Responsible Sourcing Manager  

Kerry

Stefanie Sahmel 
Head of Sustainability 

Abel & Cole

Taelor Daniells  
Climate & Environment Lead 

Coutts

Natalie Deacon 
Head of Corporate Affairs & 
Sustainability   

Avon

James Manning 
Senior Transformation Manager, 
Sustainability & Innovation 

Grosvenor

• Hear first-hand, user experiences of low cost, low carbon technologies to 
understand how businesses are harnessing these vital tools to keep pace with 
science-based emissions targets

• Cut-through ambiguity and the novelty factor! What could innovations in 
carbon capture, hydrogen fuel, heat pumps, and more efficient batteries 
really mean for offsetting your businesses’ emissions? 

• Nature based solutions vs. offsetting technology: decipher which approach is 
more viable for the decarbonisation of your industry? 

• Tackle the ambiguity around some of the new technologies on offer to 
decipher which will result in real business benefits and proven results for 
your organisation

Boost Energy Efficiencies By Maximising New Tech 
To Drive Forward Projects & Achieve Your 
Net-Zero Goals

11.40

EMERGING TECHNOLOGIES

• Discuss routes to secondary markets for challenging waste materials to 
protect ecosystems and improve the security of the supply of raw materials 

• Innovate with your suppliers to guarantee long-term efficiencies, tackling the 
interconnected issues of waste management and sustainability

• How can product innovations ‘eco-design’, help reduce the built-in 
obsolescence in your supply chains?

• Drive and encourage international collaboration around circular economy 
initiatives and ensure you get teams onboard to deliver practical outcomes 
and guarantee long-term efficiencies 

Reduce, Recycle, Recover - Deliver Practical & 
Effective Circular Economy Strategies & Initiatives 
Which Reduce Waste & Conserve Increasingly Hard To 
Acquire Resources

12.00

THE CIRCULAR ECONOMY 
DOUBLE 

PERSPECTIVE 

James Manning
Senior Transformation Manager, 
Sustainability & Innovation 

Grosvenor

Glyn Richards 
Group Director of Sustainability 

Bupa

12.00

Tom Maidment 
Group Product Sustainability Senior 
Manager  

Hilton Foods

12.20



Data: Collection, Measuring & Reporting • Carbon Reduction: O�setting • Engaging Stakeholders & Suppliers • Emerging Technologies • The Circular Economy • Engaging 
Consumers • Biodiversity • Regulation, Compliance & Guidance • Packaging & Plastics • Lessons Learned: Opportunities & Challenges

Julie Ricau 
Environmental Engineering 
Manager

Thames Water

Lunch & Informal Networking For Speakers, Delegates & 
Partners

12.40

Informal Breakout Discussions13.10 PEER-TO-
PEER

A. Target Setting 

B. Supply Chains  C. Nature-Based Solutions 

D. Carbon Capture & Storage  E. Regenerative Agriculture 

F. Decarbonising Heat - Hydrogen  

Afternoon Chair’s Opening Remarks13.40

• Investigate how to strike that crucial balance between mitigating carbon 
emissions and protecting biodiversity, a symbiotic relationship essential to 
reaching Net-Zero targets

• Trees are nature’s most cost-efficient carbon capture technology so what role 
will businesses play in forthcoming transformational land use change?

• Which holistic pathway best suits your strategic goals, and how will Net-Zero 
fit within Natural Capital Assessments? 

• Identify your long-term goals in order to determine which pathways and 
strategies suit your organisation best

Determine The Real Role For Biodiversity Solutions To 
Reduce Net-Zero Emissions & How To Deliver In A 
Transparent & Meaningful Way, Mitigating 
Greenwashing!

13.50

BIODIVERSITY

Adapt To The Changing Demands Of Consumers & 
Reap The Commercial Benefits By Engaging Evolving 
Consumer Sentiments & Building A Reputation As An 
Innovator In The Space

14.10

ENGAGING CONSUMERS

• Anxious about what might be coming down the pipeline? Plan ahead for how 
a more aggressive approach to emissions reductions will impact the future 
operations of your business

• Cross-examine how a possible carbon tax may work in practise and how to 
pre-emptively minimise its effects on your bottom line

• How have new policies and regulations been the driving force behind new 
Net-Zero strategies?

• Avoid greenwashing and seriously tackle the nuances of the SCOPEs, 
contradictory regulatory regimes and what it means in practise to be a 
‘carbon neutral’ business

• As the world continues to accelerate practical action, how will specific 
guidance and regulation need to adapt?

Create Net-Zero Strategies Confidently Within The 
Code Of Compliance, Regulation & Policy By Unpicking 
The Boundaries & Complexities In The UK, EU & 
Beyond

14.30

REGULATION, COMPLIANCE & GUIDANCE

BSI Case Study15.35 CASE
STUDY

Afternoon Refreshment Break With Informal Networking 15.05

Bonus Session; Reserved For Exclusive Conference Partner14.50

• Anticipate potential alternatives to plastic that are food or product safe and 
cost-effective 

• Adopt forward-thinking packaging strategies and put product lifecycle under 
the microscope to temper the growing reliance on landfill

• Examine how innovations in product design are crucial to tackling burgeoning 
waste issues globally

• Actionable tips and tricks to drive forward ground-breaking packaging and 
plastic commitments

Design Pioneering Plastic & Packaging Solutions 
Which Minimise Waste Without Compromising On The 
Integral Pillars Of Design, Quality & Safety 

15.50

PACKAGING & PLASTICS

Paola Camara 
IMS & Sustainability Manager

Pernod Ricard Spain

• Discuss and debate the real impact of current events on Net-Zero progress by 
reviewing the continued challenges presented by the pandemic; Brexit; 
supply chain disruption and economic slowdown

• From setbacks to successes… explore the opportunities and challenges 
presented by different internal approaches to Net-Zero and how you can 
implement lessons learned to future-proof your initiatives 

• Examine best-in-class advice on how to set goals and targets to truly embed 
net-zero into your business planning

Simon Gadd
Group Climate Change Director 

Legal & General 

Cllr Rishi Madlani
Head of Climate & Sustainable 
Finance

NatWest Group

Cathleen Siemen 
Sustainability Manager Europe

Colgate-Palmolive

Paddy Pope
Energy & Carbon Manager

Bank of England

Afternoon Chair’s Closing Remarks 16.40 

Official Close Of Conference16.50 

• Avoid sanctimony and effectively inform consumers of the true impacts of 
their purchasing choices in order to translate the benefits of Net-Zero upon 
the bottom-line of customers

• Climate fatigue? Get everybody on board with a greener future by targeting 
that hard-to-reach and disillusioned consumer base with hard-won insights 
and actionable strategies 

•Carbon Labelling? Ease of recyclability? Increasing costs of living? Explore the 
remaining barriers inhibiting consumers from lowering their respective 
footprints and what can be done to address and ease concerns

• Gauge the pace and scale of markets today and explore how to keep up with 
rapidly changing customer expectations and demands of businesses 

Jeremy Mathieu 
Head of Sustainability 

ITV

Review, Reflect & Reimagine! Explore Real- 
World Lessons Learned To Build & Develop 
Robust & Seamless Strategies & Initiatives 
Which Power Progress & Drive Forward Net-Zero 
Action Today

16.10

LESSONS LEARNED: OPPORTUNITIES 
& CHALLENGES

Q&A

PANEL “Thought pr ov oking, interesting”
LPR

Previous Conference Attendee



Book 4 Delegates For The Price Of 3 @ www.netzerocarbonconference.com

   Bank Transfer  
Bank transfer details will be provided in your invoice. (UK  VAT is 
chargeable for all attending companies, regardless of country of  

     origin. All bank transfer charges must be carried by the company 

   Cheque   Enclosed

Please make cheques payable to Global Insight Conferences Ltd

    Invoice   PO Number:
Please include your PO Number if applicable, otherwise this may 

PAYMENT OPTIONS: Please choose one of the payment options below:

   Credit Card/Debit Card

 Visa      Mastercard      Maestro     
Card No.

Exact name on card 

Valid From     Expiry Date  

Security Code  
Signature Date

1
2

3

4

REGISTRATION FORM

ATTENDEE DETAILS: 
Forename (Mr/Ms/Mrs/Miss/Dr)

Surname

Job Title

Company Name

Tel

Email

Fax

Address

Postcode    Country

Brochure Code: 

 

How did you hear about the conference?

(Brochure code, email, advert etc)

Accounts Department:

Contact Name 

Tel   Email

Head of Department Contact Name

Head of Department Email

Booking Contact Name

Booking Contact Tel 

Booking Contact Email

Please complete in capitals. Photocopy for multiple bookings.

 

Card Billing Address (if different to above)

A One-Day, Industry-Led Conference & Networking Event 
Central London, 19th January 2023

 AmEx      

delay your booking.

sending payment).

Book An Exhibition Stand & 2 
Delegate Passes For Only 

£3,999
(SAVE £500)

Can You Help Leaders In Sustainability, 
Environment, Carbon, Energy, Climate, 

Waste, Emissions & More Drive Forward 
The Net-Zero Carbon Agenda? 

 

1
2
3 4 5 6

SOLD SOLD

7 8
9
10

For more information on how to get involved, please 
call +44 (0)20 3479 2299 or email 

partner@netzerocarbonconference.com Organised By:

Group Discounts: 4 delegates for the price of 3. Or send 3 and get your 
third place half price! (This applies to inhouse practitioners only, not 
agencies and suppliers, and cannot be used in conjunction with any 

other discounts, including earlybird offers)

In-house/Brand   £599 +VAT

Ticket Price Standard Price

Agency/Supplier/All Other 
Companies £1,099 +VAT

Exhibition Stand & 2 
Delegate Places £3,999 + VAT

Online @ www.netzerocarbonconference.com 
Phone +44 (0) 20 3479 2299 

Post this booking form to Global Insight Conferences, 5-11 
Lavington Street, London, SE1 0NZ

Email bookings@www.netzerocarbonconference.com 

4 Easy Ways To Register

4 
For

3

TERMS & CONDITIONS
Payment Procedure: Payment is due on submission of your booking. Please note that VAT will be charged at 20%, all BACS/invoice registrations are subject to a £24.90 booking fee and all credit cards payments are subject to a 4% booking fee. All orders 
placed on our online booking pages, by email, on the brochure’s booking form or over the telephone will all be followed up with an official booking confirmation email. All such orders are legally-binding and carry a 100% liability immediately after receipt of 
order. Full payment is a requirement of entry into the event and you will be asked to guarantee your payment with a credit card to enter the conference rooms if you have not paid before the date of the conference. Should you fail to pay an invoice or do not 
attend the conference, you still remain liable for the sums due. Global Insight Conferences Ltd reserves the right to decline any booking and make any alteration to the speaker panel, programme, date and venue. Global Insight Conferences accepts no 
liability for the content of presentations or papers. UK VAT is still chargeable on foreign companies attending conferences in the UK and must be paid at the prevailing rate on UK events. All bank and transfer fees must be covered by the company attending 
the conference. Please note that all calls are recorded for training and monitoring purposes. Cancellation Process: Cancellations received in writing on or after 40 working days before the conference date cannot be refunded and full payment is still due, 
although a replacement delegate will always be welcome. This is due to the way in which we are charged by our suppliers as during this final month, the costs have already been incurred by the organisers. Refunds will not be available for postponements or 
cancellations or virtualisation and payment is still due and we reserve the right to make the event virtual or live depending on the circumstances at the time. Refunds will not be available for postponements, cancellations, virtualisation or a change to a live 
conference from virtual and payment is still due. All bookings shall be automatically transferred and refunds cannot be given for such changes. Cancellations received in writing at least 40 working days before the conference date will receive a full refund, 
minus an administration charge of £149 +VAT per ticket. If payment has not yet been made and cancellations are received in writing at least 40 working days before the conference date, the £149 +VAT per ticket administration charge is still due. By booking 
onto the conference, you warrant that you are authorised by your organisation to commit to the booking and pay all agreed costs. Global Insight Conferences Ltd cannot reimburse any travel, accommodation or other expenses under any circumstances. 
Global Insight Conferences Ltd will assume no liability in the event that this conference is cancelled, rescheduled, virtualised or postponed due to a fortuitous event, Act of God, unforeseen occurrence, a Force Majeure event, other major disruption or any 
other event that renders performance of this conference inadvisable, impracticable, illegal or impossible. For purposes of this clause a Force Majeure event shall include, but shall not be limited to: civil disorder; pandemics, endemics, disaster; an Act of God; 
war or apparent act of war; government restrictions and/or regulations; terrorism or apparent act of terrorism; disturbance and/ riots; strike, fire, curtailment, suspension and/ or restriction on transportation facilities/means of transportation; or any other 
emergency. Global Insight Conferences Ltd reserves the right to alter the venue for the conference due to a Force Majeure event or other major disruption or if Global Insight Conferences Ltd, deems it necessary to do so. If Global Insight Conferences Ltd 
postpones an event, the fee will be credited towards the rescheduled date or another conference and all outstanding invoices must still be paid in full. If GIC cancels an event, the fee will be credited towards another industry-related event within the next 12 
months. This credit will be available for up to 12 months from the original conference date. Refunds will not be available for postponements or cancellations or virtualisation and payment is still due. If you wish to cancel a ticket on an event that has been 
postponed, the cancellation terms outlined above still stand, but in relation to the original date. Please note all exhibitors, sponsors and event partners should refer to their signed contract for more information on their terms and conditions. Date & Venue: 
Central London, 19th January 2023. Please note that accommodation and transport fees are not included in the registration fee. Global Insight Conferences Ltd cannot reimburse any travel, accommodation or other expenses under any circumstances. 
Special Dietary, Access Or Speciality Requirements: We make every effort to ensure that all delegates are able to participate fully, but please do let us know if you have any access, dietary (other than vegetarian) or any other particular requirements. 
Speaker & Programme Changes: Sometimes speakers are unable to attend for personal or business reasons and whilst we make every effort to find a direct replacement, occasionally this is not possible within the timeframes we are given. GIC reserves the 
right to alter or modify the advertised speakers and/or topics if necessary. Any substitutions or alterations will be regularly updated at www.netzerocarbonconference.com. Data Protection: The delegate names, organisations and occasionally job titles will 
be shared with other attendees of the event for the purpose of facilitating networking only. Should you not wish your information to be shared in this way, please email: database@globalinsightconferences.com or write to Data Protection Officer, Global 
Insight Conferences, 5-11 Lavington Street, London, SE1 0NZ. When you register for the conference, GIC will provide you with information relating to your booking and other GIC related products or services via email, direct mail, fax or telephone. Should you 
wish to discontinue this service at any time please write to the Marketing Director at the address above or please email database@globalinsightconferences.com. Admittance: We reserve the right to eject you without any prior notice or refund if your 
behaviour is disruptive, offensive, dangerous or illegal. Distribution of unauthorised materials and audio/visual recordings are not allowed without prior consent. GIC is not liable for damage to or loss of personal belongings at the conference venue and 
accepts no liability for the content of the papers and presentations given. Please note that photographs, video and audio footage, which may include speakers and delegates, may be taken at the event and used in future marketing material.

• Speaker notes will be available to download one week after the conference, subject 
to speaker disclosure. 

• Please note VAT will be charged at 20%. All BACS/invoice registrations are subject to a 
£24.90 booking fee and all credit cards payments are subject to a 4% booking fee. 

• Only one discount can be used per registration.  

Programme Alterations: Conferences are organised many months in advance of 
the conference itself and sometimes we may need to make substitutions, alterations or 
cancellations of the speakers and/or topics. Whilst we make every effort to find a direct 
replacement if a speaker cancels, sometimes this is not always possible within the 
timeframes we are given. Any substitutions or alterations will be regularly updated on 
the conference website.

19.01.23

Group Discounts
Book 4 for 3 £1,797 +VAT

19.01.23

SAVE
£500


